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Mandela Signs Truth Panel Bill
Saying only the truth could bury the past, on 19th July President
Nelson Mandela signed into law a bill creating a commission to
root out apartheid-era crimes. The law will allow South Africa to
"establish the truth which has so long been denied us," Mandela
said. "Only by knowing the truth can we hope to heal the terrible
open wounds that are the legacy of apartheid." "These crimes
have not only been committed in South Africa," he said. "Our
immediate neighbors have also suffered devastation at the hand
of the apartheid forces."

Justice Minister Dullah Omar said Wednesday that 2,000
applications for amnesty have already been received and would
be forwarded to the commission.

The commission is intended to investigate all apartheid-era
crimes, including ANC atrocities such as killings and torture at
its detention camps in Angola and elsewhere.

From the Editors
Please accept our apologies for a very delayed issue of the Baobab Notes. As most ofyou know, we operate with no paid
staffand in the last 6 months our volunteer staffhas been travelling for a series ofprojects. In the past seven months
Prexy Nesbitt has made3 trips to Southern Africa for BBC/WGBH and the MacArthur Foundation. Heeten Kalan has been
travelling around the US speaking about environmental justice in South Africa. Jenny Dahlstein's work has not allowed
her to spend any time with Baobab since the Mozambican elections. After her trip to Mozambique, she travelled to Nepal
and as ofpublication, Jenny is in Yemen setting up a public health initiative. Infact, we have not been able to coordinate
an issue until now. Our current resources do not allow us to hire a part-time person to help us out with publication
regularly and in this vein we hope that you will support us -- even if it requires you to mail in your subscriptions. To all
those who have sent in your subscriptions and generous donations, we thank you. Our gratitude also extends to Monica
Miller for her dedicated efforts towards this issue.

We also note, and we hope that you join us in this observation, that Africa is quickly disappearing from the map. This is
seen in the foreign policy debates in Washington and in the lack ofany substantial reporting in the media. Ironically, this
comes at a time when more people than ever before are making personal connections to Africa and Southern Africa in
particular.

Furthermore, regular publications on Africa have ceased production. We are saddened to report that the Baobab Notes
is one ofthe very few publications informing the public about Southern Africa. We feel that we have the potential to reach
out to thousands more ifwe had the resources. We are appealing for your help to broaden our outreach -- especially to
those who have made the connections and are eager to receive a regular dose ofinformation from the continent. You can
pass on the Baobab to others; convince friends andfamily to subscribe; work with your local or campus library to
subscribe. These are difficult timesfriends.

US support repatriation
The us has made US $8 million available for the repatriation of
Mozambican refugees still in neighbouring states. This offer
responds to appeals by the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) for extra funds for what it says is the last stage
of repatriation of Mozambicans who had fled the country during the
sixteen year war. A press release from the United States Information
Service (USIS) says US$500,OOO will be used for training activities
on land mine care.

The land mines have hampered resettlement of refugees in many
parts of Mozambique. The remaining amount will be applied for
reintegration projects, including the provision of water, food, shelter
and health care. Up to 100,000 Mozambicans are still in Malawi,
South Africa and Zimbabwe. An estimated 1.8 million have returned
home since the signing of the peace agreement in October 1992.
(AIM, 5/13/95)

Quote of the month:
Governor Pete Wilson a/California expresses his thoughts on affirmative action: "the deadly virus a/tribalism".
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Savimbi possibly slated for VP
News agencies report that the Angolan government is offering
Uoita leader Jonas Savimbi one of two vice-presidential posts to
be established after amendments to the Angolan constitution.
Savimbi reserved comment in detail until after receiving a formal
offer, and a spokesperson for the Angolan government said that
the Unita leader would be invited to take up the post, but only
after the country has a single and cohesive army. "We cannot
accept a vice-president who is also the leader of a parallel army,"
the spokesperson added. (APIC, 6/16/95)
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Poverty Alleviation
A Mozambican government paper detailing stragtegies for poverty
alleviation estimates that between 60 and 70 percent of rural
households fall below the poverty line (defined as a food basket
providing basic minimum nutrition).

The average daily calory intake in Mozambique is only 77% of
requirements (compared with 93% for Sub-Saharan Africa as a
whole). The under-five mortality rate is 273 per thousand live
births (which compares with 165 for Sub-Saharan Africa). Over
half the children in the central province of Manica are stunted, and
about 30% of all urban children are stunted. Life expectancy is 47
years (it is 52 in Sub-Saharan Africa as a whole). Only 33% of
Mozambican adults are literate - and the figure falls to 16% among
women.

A further priority is to dramatically improve rural education and
health services, repairing the destruction caused by Renamo rebels
during the war of destabilisation. The destruction was
extraordinarily severe: about 68% of the primary school network
was destroyed or closed down and the gross enrollment rate in
primary schools declined from 95% in 1981 to 59% in 1992.

About a third of all rural health units were burnt down. Thus the
main governrnent goal is simply to return to the 1981 situation. It
hopes to achieve primary school enrollment rates of around 90%
(which would mean about two million children aged six to 11 in
school) by the year 2000.

The Maputo school meals programme is to be cut entirely. The
report says it is "poorly targeted, is subject to leakage, has high
administrative costs, does not reach rural areas, and is not
cost-effective in improving nutrition".

This programme "requires improved targeting to the poor, and
improved management to increase its cost effectiveness". The sum
effect of these proposals is a significant transfer of resources from
the towns to the countryside: but it is the urban poor, not the urban
rich, who will pay the cost (AIM, 3/13/95)

Street kids are drug consumers
Street kids in Mozambique's capital, Maputo, and in the country's
other urban areas are the main drug consumers and easy targets of
prostitution. The exact number of street kids in Maputo is not
known but it is believed there are up to 1,000 of them. Doctor
Boeazaard, a Dutch citizen who is in Mozambique to coordinate a
project on street children, has proposed aid in an "escola de rna".
In order to minimise the growth of street kid population,
Boeazaard said that the boarding-school is due to be built soon.

The building work in the Maputo suburb of Laulane will
befunded by Caritas Neerlandica and by the Netherland's embassy
in Maputo. Meanwhile, about 48 street children have been
attending classes in the open air at the Maputo City Botanic
Garden, Jardim Tunduru, as part of the project Mozambique's
Ministry of Education has given the project "escola de rua"
permission to teach up to standard five. The street kids are also
given medical assistance sponsored by Medicine San Frontiers.
The boarding-school will receive in the first phase children who
have adapted themselves to living in groups, especially those who
are currently attending classes.(AIM, 4/23/95)

US position at consultative group
The United States has pledged $43.8 million of development aid
and $24 million in humanitarian. aid to Mozambique. This pledge
maintains US levels of development aid, while cutting back on
humanitarian aid.

While by no means negligible, the US aid is only 6% of the
total resources of $1,110 million that donors made available to
Mozambique at World Bank meeting in Paris (consisting of
$783.5 million in grants and loans, and $326 million of debt
relief). The statement by the head of the US delegation in Paris,
Carol Peasley, introduced elements of a hard right political
agenda, which would degut the Mozambican state altogether.

Peasley said the Mozambican governrnent should ask itself
these questions: "Should it own a major portion of industrial
output? Should it control the media and dominate the banking
sector? Should it import oil, market it and set fuel prices? Should
it run a railroad?" These questions result from the habitual US
inability to distinguish between the concepts of "public sector"
and "governrnent control.

The free market, responsible for misery and poverty throughout
the world, is Peasley's panacea: "We encourage the government
of Mozambique to accelerate the dismantling of state
management of the economy, rapidly bring about economic
freedom through open markets, and tackle the cancer of
corruption which will undermine any recovery programme".
Naturally, the government has expressed its commitment to an
anti-corruption drive. In Mozambique, the growth of corruption
correlates ratherwell with the liberalisation of the economy.
(AIM, 3/15/95)

His master's voice: Renamo
plagiarises US document
Mozambique's former rebel movement, Renamo, seems
determined to prove that it is a faithful echo chamber for the US
administration. Raul domingos, head of the Renamo
parliamentary group, read a Renamo statement to the country's
parliament, large chunks of which were plagiarised from the
written statement"of the US delegation to the meeting of the
World Bank's consultative group on Mozambique.

Domingos asked the same rhetorical questions posed by Carol
Peasley. Domingos just translated the questions into Portuguese,
and changed their order. (AIM; 4/3/95)

Young Pioneers under discussion
The Malawian Home Affairs Minister W.M. Nakanaga admitted
that some members of the disbanded Malawian paramilitary
organisation, the Young Pioneers, may still be in Mozambique.
Nakanga asserted that if the Malawian government has certain
proof that Young Pioneers are in Mozambique, it will do
everything to ensure that they are repatriated, by force if
necessary. (AIM,7/6/95)
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Mocumbi against land grab South African farmers to grab
Mozambican Prime Minister Pascoal Mocumbi assured peasant Mozambican land?
fanners in the outer Maputo suburb of Mahotas that avaricious According to the South African press, agreements are due to be
businessmen would not be allowed to seize their land. At a signed formalising "Project Africa," under which South African
meeting with Mocumbi, peasants complained about the Maputo fanners will occupy land, allegedly for agricultural development
Ccity Council's inexplicable delays in granting them land titles. projects in Mozambique, Angola and zaire. The Mozambican
They feared that richer individuals, coveting their land, would be government has said nothing at all publicly but the Johannesburg
allowed to seize it on the grounds that the tenants have no "Star" newspaper claimed that the Mozambican authorities have
documents proving their ownership. "This greatly worries us, identified eight million hectares (10.2% of the country's entire land
since we've heard that businessmen are coming here to take our area) that would be suitable.
land," a peasant spokesman told Mocumbi. He asserted, "we are ;'Project Africa" is supposedly aimed at helping African
capable of working the land. The difficulty we have is the high countries obtain self-sufficiency in food while promoting increased
cost of living, but we are ready to work for the development of exportation of other goods.
the country". Most of the farmers concerned are Afrikaans-speaking whites,

The peasants wanted the government to support them by and there are fears that, unable to set up their own racial
ensuring that they received legal title to their land. He pledged "Volkstaat" in South Africa, they may be tempted to try it in
"the land you are working will not be seized from you". Mocumbi Mozambique.
launched an attack on the bureaucratic and self-serving behaviour Gen Constand Viljoen, leader of the far-right Freedom Front,
of many of the country's civil servants. He called on public and driving force behind the idea ofsettling South African farmers
services to respond rapidly and effectively to the demands of the on Mozambican land, said in a letter to the Mozambican
public. Mocumbi urged civil servants to treat the public with government ''We now feel that we have reached the stage where
respect and efficiency in all those parts of the civil service that we can make a start and get something on the ground which can
deal on a day to day basis with citizens. He reminded civil also serve as an indicator of the viability of more and greater
servants that their job "is not to serve yourselves, but to serve our involvement as we go along. We therefore want the planning and
citizens in general". (AIM, 6/30/95) execution of a number of pilot projects in the identified areas to go

ahead without delay".
Dhlakama claims Italian support The director of Mozambique's Investment Promotion Centre
Dhlakama, leader of Mozambique's former rebel movement (CPI), Augusto Sumburane, knows nothing of any agreement to be
Renamo, claims that he has persuaded the Italian government to signed between Mozambique and South African farmers'
donate 3 million US dollars to support the functioning of the Associations. .
Mozambican parliament Dhlakama also said that Italy would be Inevitably, ~e idea has spar~~ off fe~ ~t.Afrikane~nable
willing to provide funding for the Mozambican opposition and for to sec~e a whl~e homeland, or VOlkstaat ,~slde South ca,
retraining members of the police and of the intelligence service, are trymg to build one elsewhere on the contment.
SISE. (AIM, 4/1/95) (AIM, 6/27/95; 7/10/95)

STOP PRESS!!!
Mozambican Prime Minister Pascoal Mocumbi believes that an agreement will be signed very soon with associations of South African
farmers that will allow some of them to begin farming Mozambican land in the 1995-96 agricultural year. He said that "the choice is
up to them. The two options are available. If a South African finds a Mozambican partner and they want to work together, the Govern
ment sees no objection. If there is a South African who wants to set up an undertaking in which he works the land, then that possibility
too is open." What was not possible was the sale of land to South Africans. Mocumbi Pointed out that the law and the constitution
would be rigorously respected, and that under the constitution land cannot be alienated. (AIM, 7/15/95)_______~ ~_--~t..

• tL*_ ~ ~

Mozambican election observers
In our last issue, we failed to mention the people who comprised of thelargest non-governmental US delegation
to the Mozambican elections. Please accept our apologies. The quick turn-around of responses and the amazing
ability of people to secure funding for travel is a sign of people's dedication and commitment. Thank you for
their time and effort and also to those who could not make the delegation but contributed generously towards
this initiative.

Jenny Dahlstein
Fanny Everette
Pam Saffer
Michael Watt
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Rachel Rubin
Daniel Murphy
Tyree Scott
Carolyn Nordstrom
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Ruth Minter Betsey Chace
Prexy Nesbitt Kathryn Pereira
Erich Mathias Patricia Startup
Rev. Leon and Bonnie Atkins
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New human rights body
A new Mozambican non-governmental organisation, the Centre
for the Promotion and Defence of Human Rights (CPDH), has
been established. Representing the 10-member CPDH nucleus,
lawyer Espirito Santo Monjane and journalist Filipe Mata said the
organisation would defend civil, political, economic, social,
cultural and environmental rights. It would treat these rights in an
"integrated"manner, and would not seek to establish any heirarchy
of rights.

The CPDH plans to monitor basic civic education on human
rights issues, take part in radio and television debates on the
subject, and publish a human rights magazine. Although it plans
to denounce all violations of human rights, the organisation also
intends to work with the authorities on human rights issues, rather
than adopt a confrontational stance. This seems to be the main
difference between the CPDH, and the already established
Mozambican Human Rights League (LPDH), which is far more
openly critical of the government. (AIM, 4/5/95)

Disabled soldiers angry with Renamo
Disabled ex-soldiers of the former Renamo rebel army are angry
with their leaders for not providing them with adequate assistance.
The disabled veterans from the Association of Disabled
Mozambican Soldiers (Ademimo), showed discontent with the
fact that their party has allegedly forgotten about those who
fought for Renamo during the country's 16-year war. The men
pointed out that they received their last payment, consisting of
200,000 meticais (about 25 US dollars) and a sack of rice each, in
December 1994 and have received nothing since then.

Mateus Tivane, one of the disabled soldiers, said he had
presented his case to the party's general secretary, Josede Castro,
but that Castro had only responded that the party did not have the
money to support him. Tivane added that when some of the men
went to the residence of Renamo president Dhlakama, they were
thought to be individuals paid by Frelimo to kill Dhlakama, and
"we were repelled without having the opportunity to express our
grievances". (AIM, 5/4/95)

Minister attacks charcoal exports
Mozambique's Ministry for Environmental Coordination was not
consulted over a deal to export 2,000 tonnes of charcoal to
Portugal and Belgium. Environment Minister Bernardo Ferraz
attacked the exports, warning that production of charcoal for
export would lead to further deforestation and environmental
degradation. He said he had only become aware of the export deal
when he received a phone call from a concerned environmentalist,
alerting him to the presence of huge piles of charcoal on patches
of wasteland in downtown Maputo, awaiting transfer to the port
where they would eventually be loaded on ships to Europe.

Ferraz said it was quite possible that the export had been
authorised, since there are several bodies that deal, quite legally, in
such matters without bothering to inform his ministry. These
include the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, and provincial
and local governments. Norms to protect the environment exist,
but are scattered through various pieces of legislation. Ferraz said
they should be pulled together in a new law on the environment
that is currently being drafted. (AIM, 5f30/95)

Mozambican bank to be privatised
The government is completely privatising one of the country's two
publicly-owned commercial banks. The state will withdraw
entirely from the Commercial Bank of Mozambique (BCM); 51%
of the bank will be sold to foreign investors, 29% to Mozambican
investors, while the remaining 20% is reserved for the BCM's
workers and managers. (AIM, 7/13/95)

700,000 Mozambicans HIV-positive
About 700,000 Mozambicans are believed to be infected with the
IllY virus which causes AIDS, according to information provided New Presidential Press Attache
by the Ministry of Health. Mozambican journalist Antonio Matonse has been appointed press

Dr. Avertino Barreto, national director of the tourist complex in attache to President Joaquim Chissano. Matonse replaces Atanasio
the province of Manica, said that the number of persons infected Dimas, who had held the position since 1987. Until February,
each day with the my virus has risen from 137 to 347, and will Matonse held similar posts at the Mozambican embassies in the
soon double or triple in the near future. In the western province of United States, where he spent seven years, and Tanzania, where he
Tete, there are 78,365 individuals believed to be IllY-positive. spent four.
This number represents some 18% of adults between the ages of During the electoral campaign in October 1994, Matonse was in
15 and 49. In addition to Tete, Barreto identified the provinces of Mozambique as a press aide to Chissano, then the candidate of the
Sofala, Manica, Niassa, Zambezia and Nampula as areas where ruling Frelimo party. Matonse worked as a journalist on the
AIDS is spreading at the "speed of light", infecting at least 10% of weekly magazine "Tempo" and the daily paper "Noticias" from
the population by 1994. He also revealed the striking statistic that 1976 until 1980, when he left his writing work to become a press
one in five Mozambicans of childbearing age is infected with the attache. (AIM, 3/30/95)
IllY virus. (AIM, 5/4/95)
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Angola

Background
The most fundamental issue is implementation of the peace treaty.
The United States, stressing the need for both the Angolan
government and the rebel group Unita to demonstrate their
commitment to peace, has insisted on numerous restrictions on the
timetable for sending international forces. African critics stress
that the previous peace process, in 1991-1992, failed largely
because the international community did not commit enough
forces and turned a blind eye to Unita's resort to war after losing
the election. They fear that Unita leader Jonas Savimbi will again
take advantage of international ambivalence to delay the process
or even turn to war again.

Specific concerns particularly needing international response
include landmine clearance necessary for recovering a minimum
of security in the countryside and press freedom, essential for
encouraging public debate on the country's other problems.
Angola has one of the worst mine problems in the world, with
between 8 and 20 million mines, many on roads or agricultural
land.

The precarious status of new press freedom in Angola was
emphasized by the assassination in January 1995 of independent
journalist Ricardo de Mello. There are new critical voices, both in
the government-owned media and small independent media
ventures. But some forces within the government, concerned with
covering up corruption or military secrets, have been involved in
harrassment of the media (APIC. 5/95)

Presidents of Angola and South Africa
meet with Savimbi
Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos met with UNITA
leader Jonas Savimbi in Lusaka on 6 May. The meeting was
hosted by Zambian President Frederick Chiluba. All issues related
to the peace process and subsequent national reconciliation were
discussed. After stating that he recognised Jose Eduardo dos
Santos as President of the Republic, Mr Savimbi said he felt
comforted, because his talks with the President has dispelled all
his fears. On 17 May the South African President Nelson Mandela
received Savimbi at his official residence of Tuynhuys in Cape
Town. During his visit to South Africa, Mr Savimbi also held
meetings with General Constand Viljoen MP, and
Deputy-President Thabo Mbeki. (Angola Peace Monitor, 5/19/95)

British aid to Angola
An Angolan and British delegation met in Luanada on 19 June to
discuss the peace process and humanitarian assistance to Angola.
Lynda Chalker, Minister of Overseas Development, donated £2.7
million for a 'transition to health' project At a press conference
later she said that the peace process had "good chances of
success". She also remarked that Britain intends to give another
£4.5 million to be used for demining, health and food aid. (Angola
News, 6{30/95)

WCC holds meeting on Angola
The World Council of Churches held an important seminar on the
situation in Angola on 4 & 5 May in Geneva which included

leading members of the churches in Angola, members of the
Ecumenical Commission of Angolan Women, agencies and
churches from around the world (USA, UK, Norway, Germany,
Holland and Switzerland), the All African Conference of
Churches, and representatives from the Council of Churches of
South Africa and Mozambique. (Angola Peace Monitor, 5/19/95)

Security Council establishes
UNAVEMIII
The Security Council authorized the establishment of the United
Nations Angola Verification Mission (UNAVEM ill), to help the
Government of Angola and the National Union for the Total
Independence of Angola (UNITA) restore peace and achieve
national reconciliation. The mission includes the deployment of
7,000 Troops, 350 Military and 260 Police Observer. (WOA)

Humanitarian situation
The United Nations has reported that the humanitarian situation
in Angola is improving.
The latest report on Humanitarian Assistance in Angola states in
summary that:

As overland access continues to increase, efforts to ensure the
free circulation of persons and goods multiply. On 17 May 1995,
under the initiative of the Special Representative of the
Secretary-General in Angola, Alioune Blondin Beye,
representatives of the Government and UNITA, as well as other
members of the Joint Commission, UN and NGO staff travelled
from Luanda to Lobito in Benguela province. Comprised of over
100 people, this convoy was the first to make this trip since 1992.
(Angola Peace Monitor, 5(2/95)

UN warns aid is not arriving
The United Nations has warned that the current improvement in
the humanitarian situation in Angola is being jeopardised by a
poor response to the 1995 UN Consolidated Inter-Agency
Appeal, and a shortfall in meeting the needs of the World Food
Programme (WFP).

Of a total of 77 non-food aid projects presented in the Appeal,
only 12 have received any funding.
Dr Boutros- Ghali, in a report to the UN Security Council, stated
that "I regret to inform the Security Council that, in the non-food
sectors, the response to the 1995 UnitedNations humanitarian
appeal has yielded only 3 percent of required assistance. Delays
in the confmnation of pledges announced at the donors' meeting
in February 1995 may put all humanitarian programmes in
Angola at risk, with dramatic consequences for the civilian
population."

Boutros-Ghali also informed the Security Council that a plan
has been formalised by the UN for mine clearance, and
UNAVEM has strongly urged the Angolan Government and
UNITA to expedite mine clearance throughout the country. A
major factor inhibiting demining projects is the lack of response
to the UN appeal for fmancial support. Out of an estimated
requirement of $12.4 million, only $1.28 million has so far been
pledged/donated. (Angola Peace Monitor, 6/16/95)
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Africa Policy Report h.\' Daniel Vulman

The New Republican Congress and U.S. Africa Policy
with a list of key Congressional names and their contact information

With the victory of the Republican Party in the congressional
elections of November 1994, Republicans won a majority of the
seats in both the Senate and the House of Representatives for the
first time since 1952. Although the Democratic Party will retain
control of the White House, at least until President Bill Clinton's
term expires in January 1997, this means that Republicans will
run Congress and will be in a position to write all legislation
concerning U.S. foreign policy. What effect will this have on
U.S. policy toward Africa?

The most immediate consequence of the elections is that
Republicans will chair all congressional committees and
subcommittees. In the Senate, Jesse Helms (North Carolina) is
now chair of the Foreign Relations Committee. The Africa
Subcommittee will not be abolished or merged with another
subcommittee, but it will be chaired by Nancy Kassebaum
(Kansas), who has served on the subcommittee for many years
and who has demonstrated considerable knowledge of African
Affairs.

Other senators who will playa significant role in the passage
of legislation which will affect Africa are Robert Dole (Kansas),
who is now the Senate Majority Leader; Strom Thurmond (South
Carolina), who is chair of the Anned Services Committee; and
Mitch McConnell (Kentucky), who is chair of the International
Operations Subcommittee, which is responsible for foreign aid
funding.

In the House, Benjamin Gilman (New York) is now chair of
the International Relations Committee (formerly Foreign
Mfairs). The House Africa Subcommittee will remain intact, but
it will be chaired by Deana Ros-Lehtinen, a conservative
representative from Florida who has not previously served on the
subcommittee and who does not appear well informed about
Africa. Indeed, she was selected to chair the subcommittee
because the ranking Republican member, Dan Burton, declined to
serve. Ms. Ros-Lehtinen is working hard to educate herself and
held three closed-door hearings in late January and early
February 1995 so that she and other members of the
subcommittee could receive briefings from Assistant Secretary of
State for African Affairs George E. Moose and other high-level
officials. And the House National Security Committee (formerly
Armed Services) is chaired by Floyd Spence (South Carolina).

These new Republican leaders have already made it clear that
they intend to introduce several pieces of legislation that will
have a major impact on U.S. policy toward Africa The first of
these is the foreign aid budget for Fiscal Year (FY) 1996, which
begins on 1 October 1995.

The impact of the Republican electoral victory on future levels
of American support for humanitarian assistance for Africa is still
unclear. Republican legislators have not announced any speciflc
intention to cut funding for such efforts and these programs
continue to enjoy broad public support. But the Republicans do
intend to reduce the overall federal budget and this will make it
difficult to find the money to pay for these kinds of programs,
especially since the need for them is almost certain to increase.
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The other major pieces of Republican-sponsored legislation that
will have a significant impact on Africa are the Peace Powers
Act (S.5), which was introduced in the Senate by Sen. Robert
Dole on 4 January 1995, and the National Security
Revitalization Act (H.R. 7), which was introduced in the House
by Reps. Floyd Spence, Benjamin Gilman, and more than 120
co-sponsors on the same day.

The Peace Powers Act will prohibit the administration from
voting in the UN. Security Council to create, expand, or extend
any peacekeeping operation without giving advance notification
to Congress and obtaining the prior approval of Congress for the
necessary funding. And it will make it nearly impossible for the
administration to deploy American troops on UN. peacekeeping
operations if they would serve under the command of foreign
military officers.

According to Sen. John Warner of Virginia, a co-sponsor of
the bill, it is intended to "restrict use of our military forces to
situations where there is a clear nexus with [American] national
interests." And Rep. Gilman recently announced his support for
the bill, declaring that "we want no more so-called
nation-building exercises by our military as we witnessed in
Somalia"

These statements reflect the view held by most
Republicans--and by many Democrats as well--that the United
States should severely curtail its involvement in U.N.
peacekeeping operations, except when they directly promote
American interests, and should devote more of its military
resources to unilateral operations aimed at containing what have
come to be called "rogue states," particularly Iraq, Iran, Libya,
and North Korea

The National Security Revitalization Act contains provisions
that are similar to those contained in the Peace Powers Act,
along with an additional provision that will reduce the share of
the total U.N. peacekeeping budget that will be paid by the
United States from the previous maximum of 31.7 percent to a
maximum of 25 percent. This reduction has previously been
endorsed by the Clinton Adminjstration and was included as a
provision for FY 1995 in the Foreign Relations Authorization
Bill for FY 1994 and 1995 passed last fall.

The Act will also require the United Nations to reimburse the
U.S. government for the value of goods and services provided
by the Pentagon for U.N. peacekeeping operations. This bill
was passed by the House on 16 February 1995 after it was
amended to eliminate a provision requiring advanced
congressional approval for U.N. peacekeeping operations and is
now being considered by the Senate.

Ifpassed into law, these acts will result in a substantial
reduction in the total UN. peacekeeping budget, unless other
countries are willing to make up the difference, which appears
unlikely. It could lead to the termination of some current
peacekeeping operations and will probably prevent the UN.
Security Council from approving some future operations -
particularly in Africa -- since it will be impossible to carry them
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Africa Polic) Report

Members of the House Africa
Subcommittee

Members of the Senate
African Affairs Subcommittee

out without American financial support In addition, it will ensure Subcommittee Majority Staff Director: Derek
that more UN. peacekeeping operations will be conducted under Schmidt (Office of Sen. Kassebaum).
the command of American officers, since American troops will Subcommittee Minority Staff Director: Robyn
not be permitted to serve under the command of foreign officers Lieberman (Office of Sen. Feingold).
and it will be difficult to conduct these operations without the
participation of at least some American troops.
However, Republican leaders have already demonstrated that they
will not block all UN. peacekeeping operations in Africa, such as
the mission for Angola which was approved by the UN. Security
Council on 8 February 1995. Rep. Gilman joined in signing a
letter to President Clinton last December that described the Lusaka All House addresses are The Honorable Name, U.S.
Protocol agreed upon by the MPLA government and the UNITA House of Representatives, Washington, DC 20515.
rebel movement last November as "the last, best hope for peace in
Angola" and that called for "a substantial U.N. peacekeeping Deana Ros-Lehtinen (R-Florida), Chair,
force" to monitor the implementation of the peace plan. Sen. Phone: 202-225-3931; Fax: 202-225-5620.
Helms has also indicated that he will not oppose the Angola Toby Roth (R-Wisconsin), Phone: 202-225-5665;
mission, although his spokesman, Marc Thiessen, recently Fax: 202-225-0087.
declared that "there are a lot of reasons to question the Sam Brownback (R-Kansas), Phone: 202-225-6601;
commitment and trustworthiness of the Angolan government." Fax: 202-225-1445.

Regardless of the fate of these bills, it is clear that the David Funderburk (R-North Carolina),
Republican victory in the 1994 congressional. elections will Phone: 202-225-4531; Fax: 202-225-1539.
accelerate the trend in U.S. foreign policy to curtail American Steve Chabot (R-Ohio), Phone: 202-225-2216;
involvement in African economic developmentand conflict Fax: 202-225-4732.
resolution. This trend has been quite evident for the past two Mark Sanford (R-South Carolina),
years, despite the domination of Congress by the Democratic Party Phone: 202-225-3176; Fax: 202-225-4340.
and the commitment made by President Clinton and leading Matt Salmon (R-Arizona), Phone: 202-225-2635;
American policymakers to pursue what National Security Advisor Fax: 202-225-2607.
Anthony Lake called "an activist approach" to Africa. Gary Ackerman (D-New York),

But now the administration will come under increasing pressure Phone: 202-225-2601; Fax: 202-225-1589.
from Congress to disengage from Africa and to treat the continent Harry Johnson (D-Florida), Phone: 202-225-3001;
as a region of marginal importance to the United States. Fax: 202-225-8791.

Eliot Engel (D-New York), Phone: 202-225-2464;
Fax: 202-225-5513.
Donald Payne (D-New Jersey), Phone: 202-225-3436;
Fax: 202-225-4160.
Alcee Hastings (D-Florida), Phone: 202-225-1313;
Fax: 202-225-0690.

All Senate addresses are The Honorable Name, U.S.
Senate, Washington, DC 20510.

Nancy L. Kassebaum (R-Kansas), Chair,
Phone: 202-224-4774, Fax: 202-224-3514.
Olympia J. Snowe (R-Maine), Phone: 202-224-5344;
Fax: 202-224-6853.
John Ashcroft (R-Missouri), Phone: 202-224-6154;
Fax: 202-224-7615.
Russell D. Feingold (D-Wisconsin),
Phone: 202-224-5323; Fax: 202-224-2725.
Dianne Feinstein (D-California),
Phone: 202-224-3841; Fax: 202-228-3954.

Staff of the Senate
African Affairs Subcommittee
Address: 446 Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, DC 20510; Phone: 202-224-4651;
Fax: 202-224-0836.

Staff of the House Africa Subcommittee
Address: 705 O'Neill House Office Building,
Washington, DC 20515; Phone: 202-226-7812;
Fax: 202-225-2029.

Majority Staff Director: Mauricio Tamargo
(Office of Rep. Ros-Lehtinen).
Majority Staff: Gregg Smith and Yleem Sarmiento.
Minority Staff: David Feltman
(Office of Rep. Ackerman).

Copyright 1995 Daniel Volman-Africa Research Project
The above information was first published in the Africa Policy
Report. MSO encourages you to contact Daniel Volman/Africa
Research Project. 2627 Woodley Place NW. Washington. DC
20008. Tel: (202) 797-3608. Mr. Volman is a long-time specialist
on US security policy toward Africa. He directs the project and
prepares the report.
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Women 1st choice for ministers' posts
Deputy President Thabo Mbeki has pledged that a woman will be
frrst choice to fill any minister's or deputy minister's post that
becomes vacant in future. His pledges were met with delight by
delegates to a conference of non-governmental organisations
(NGO) planning for the August global forum on women in
Beijing. (WMG, 7n/95)

Attacks on immigrants must stop, say
unions
The Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) has taken
a tough stand on a recent spate of attacks against illegal
immigrants from other African countries and is planning a major
summit of labour organisations in the region to counter what it
calls a "growing wave of xenophobia" in the country.

At a recent congress of the federation, Cosatu condemned the
"racist hysteria" that has been directed at immigrant workers and
stressed that Southern Africa had to be viewed as a single
economic region.

"The emergence of xenophobia and racist ethnic hatred would,
in South Africa -- as in the rest of the world -- be a disaster for
the working people," says a resolution from the congress. "The
problem of high unemployment in South Africa (is) not a result of
the presence of foreign workers. It is rather the result of
structural problems in our economy which need to be addressed."

Indications are that the status of illegal immigrants has,
ironically, worsened since last year's freedom elections. Police
raids and state efforts to round up "aliens" have intensified since
then and a series of minor pogroms in some townships have been
directed at black foreigners by residents who fear losing houses,
jobs and other scarce resources to the outsiders.

At the conference, the congress placed a heavy stress on
building solidarity with emerging trade unions and labour
federations in Southern Africa. The meeting was, however,
hamstrung by ideological differences over the question of
affiliation to international labour organisations and was unable to
make any decisions on this issue. (WMG, 4/28/95)

Hamba Kahle (Go Well) Cmde. Gwala
& ..

SA's arms-dealing underworld
Fresh evidence of South African arms fuelling civilwars in the
killing fields ofRwanda, former Yugoslavia and Angola is
threatening to eclipse the long-awaited findings the Cameron
Commission.

Authored by Judge Edwin Cameron, who was appointed last
year to investigate irregular arms deals since 1990, is described by
insiders as "hard-hitting". The Cameron Commission was set up
by Defence Minister Joe Modise after revelations last September
that a large consignment of rifles and ammunition, brokered by
Armscor, and ostensibly destined for Lebanon, was heading for
Yemen, a country then in the final throes of civil war.

But it is becoming increasingly clear that evidence evaluated to
date by the commission will expose only a fraction of the
underworld inhabited by South African arms manufacturers and
dealers. A report released this week by the United States-based
Human Rights Watch, and new evidence gleaned from
independent investigations, shows that Cameron's upcoming task
will be no small feat.

Evidence points to South Africa's involvement in rearming the

Deadly water
Every year 30 000 South African children die from diseases
relating to poor sanitation, according to the Ministry of Water
Affairs and Forestry. Faecal-related diseases kill more children
than any other cause. (WMG, 5/26/95)

defeated Hutu forces held responsible for a million deaths in
Rwanda last year; to two shipments of South African arms in
1992 ending up in the former Yugoslav republic of Croatia in

When Nelson Mandela addressed his first Durban rally after his contravention of a United Nations (UN) embargo; and to a South
release in 1990, his comrade Harry Themba Gwala was there to African role in arms consignments to Angola's Unita rebel
welcome him -- sword and shield in tow. Presenting them to movement, also in contravention of a UN embargo and South
Mandela on behalf of the people of KwaZulu/Natal, Gwala African government policy.
instructed him to use the gift "to defend the people" of the Specifically in Angola, a clandestine call at "Unita's port" by a
province. vessel that previously carried Armscor weapons adds to mounting

Gwala, who died on the 20th of June, was never one to mince evidence that South Africans have continued supplying Angola's
his words. An intrepid Umkhonto weSizwe commander, gifted rebels in contravention of government and UN embargoes.
teacher, fiery orator and unflinching communist, he emerged in The Sky Bird, a ship also implicated in a June 1992 Armscor
1988 from his second stint on Robben Island into a province shipment that appears to have landed in Croatia, left Cape Town
plagued by violence, soaked in the blood of fallen comrades turned on October 13 1992, the same day Foreign Affairs Minister Pile
fodder in the apartheid state's impudent last stand. Botha met Unita leader Jonas Savimbi on a last-ditch "rescue

An SACP member since 1942 --- two years before he joined the mission" as Angola slipped back into full-scale civil war.
ANC -- he died under suspension from the party imposed last June (WMG, 5/26/95)
amid allegations of "hit-squad" activities directed at his fellow
comrades. (WMG,6/23/95)

...Cmde. Cachalia
The death of veteran anti-apartheid activist Yusef Cachalia was a
"great personal blow," President Nelson Mandela said this week.
Cachalia, who had been ill for some time, died on Tuesday at the
age of 80. Mandela said he and Cachalia had been friends since
the mid-1940s. ANC veteran Walter Sisulu said he and Cachalia,
who had been president of the SA Indian Congress, had worked
closely together during the defiance campaign. "We are very much
affected by his death," said Sisulu. (WMG, 5/12/95)
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Special Offer -- A mustfor all interested in Southern Africa
IXIXIXIXIXI William Minter's Apartheid's Contras: IXIXIXIXIXI

An inquiry into the the roots ofwar in Angola and Mozambique
IXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXI

William Minter argues that in the conflicts in Angola and Mozambique since independence represent a new kind of non-conventional
warfare characteristic of the 'contra'period -- neither classic guerilla warfare not straightforward external aggression, but comprising
elements of civil war dominated by regional and global external powers. He examines the structures and strategies of Unita and
Renamo and the responses of the Angolan and Mozambican states.
Apartheid's Convas is available at a special rate for Baobab readers at$22.50 including postage. The regular rate is $29.95 plus
shipping and handling. Make checks payable to MSO and specify that you're ordering Minter's book. We have a limited supply!

S.Africa arms export figures
South Africa exported arms to the value of R517 million ($143.6
million) and imported arms to the value of R853 million ($237
million) in the year to February 28. South Africa established a
domestic arms industry after the United Nations imposed a
mandatory anti-apartheid arms embargo in 1976 and built a
reputation for battle-tested small arms and field artillery. Trade
figures of the state-owned Annscor weapons company were kept
secret until the ANC was legalised in 1990.

No condoms in prisons
Correctional Services Minister, Sipho Mzimela (Inkatha member
but well known to many in the anti-apartheid movement when he
headed the ANC's culture desk), adamantly refused to allow
condoms to be distributed until he receives 'irrefutable evidence'
ofhomosexual activity in prisons. He admits, however, that
sodomy does exists behind prison walls, but until the prisoners
who engage in homosexual activity or who were victims of
sodomy come forward, he will not allow condoms to be
distributed. The Correctional Services Ministry has also been
criticised for its handling of lllV+ prisoners. lllV+ prisoners are
isolated, fed specially marked food and receive very little or no
counselling and treatment In some cases, prisoners are tested
without being informed and told the results of a positive test in
the presence of fellow inmates.

SA Army wants snake switched "on"
Despite feeling that the action would not be accepted
internationally, the SADF Wednesday called for the "on" switch
to be pulled to activate a 3,000-volt electrical fence along the
border with Mozambique to deter thousands of illegal
immigrants. The 45-mile fence stretching from Kruger
National Park to the Swazi border in the south was switched from
lethal mode to alarm mode in 1990. Between 1986 and 1989, at
least 94 people were electrocuted on that fence and another on the
border with Zimbabwe. Anny Lt. Col. Barry Schoeman said,
"We don't want to put it on lethal (in order) to kill people. We
want to deter people."

B-2s vs. Africa Aid
The House of Representatives has reduced appropriations for the
Development Fund for Africa (DFA) for Fiscal Year 1996 from
the $802 million proposed by the administration to $529.5
million, a cut of $272.5 million. House actions also cut the
proposed $17.4 million for the African Development Foundation
(ADF) to $10 million. Meanwhile in a June authorization vote on
the defense budget, the House approved $550 million for initial
funding for production of two additional B-2 bombers not
requested by the Pentagon, more than the combined DFA and
ADF appropriations. (WOA,7/14/95)

A US front for previous white rulers - IFF & Helms
A conservative think tank with ties to U.S. Sen. Jesse Helms and other prominent Republicans was actually a front for South Africa's
white rulers during the last days of apartheid. The Washington-based International Freedom Foundation, founded in 1986, was part of
a South African intelligence-gathering operation and was designed to be an instrument for "political warfare" against apartheid's foes.
The Republican lawmakers claim ignorance of "Operation Babushka," as the International Freedom Foundation project was known.
Jessie Helms, now chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, served as chairman of the editorial advisory board for the
foundation's publications; he said through a spokesman he did not know anything about the group. Another Republican supporter of
the IFF, Rep. Robert Dornan, R-Calif., is said to have regarded the foundation as simply "pro-freedom, pro-<iemocracy, pro-Reagan."

Established after a meeting in Jamba, Angola, the headquarters of UNlTA's leader Jonas Savimbi in 1985, the IFF brought together
international rightwing groups in order to persuade the rest of the world of South Africa's 'good intentions' during the dying days of
Apartheid. According to 'ex-superspy', Craig Williamson, who was part of the South African delegation at the meeting, 'we (the South
African Security Police) could not convince the Americans that Apartheid was right....the only way for the government to survive a
little longer was to expose the ANC as a terrorist. communist organisation'.

Some of the IFF's activities included harassing Oliver Tambo, the late President of the ANC when he visited Australia, the setting up
of a congressional committee under US Representative Dan Burton to investigate the child victims of the ANC, arranging for IFP
leader Mangosuthu Buthelezi to address Conservative MPs in Britain and providing British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher reports
on the links between the IRA and the ANC. The IFF was quietly disbanded a few months later when President De Klerk ordered all
'covert political' activities to be closed down.
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ANC's anti-corruption unit
Key members of the ANC are holding thumbs that a new
high-powered disciplinary committee, headed by Water Affairs
and Forestry Minister Kader Asmal, will be able to pull the party
out of the tailspin it has been tossed into by the Winnie Mandela
debacle and other corruption scandals.

Asmal, described by one source as the ANC's "moral
policeman", was appointed as chainnan. Two other Ministers,
Alec Irwin and Nkosazana Zuma, sit on the committee along with
ANC stalwarts Ruth Mampati, Penuel Maduna and Wilton
Mkwayi. .

Sources in Asmal's office say the Minister is determined to turn
the committee into an effective mechanism to stamp out irregular
activities that have been tearing at the ANC in recent months.
The creation of the committee is designed to put some teeth into a
document that was vaunted as a symbol of the organisation's
commitment to clean government when it was adopted by the
NEC in November last year.

Asmal's determination to strengthen his new committee is
reflected in a speech he made to parliament soon after he was
nominated to head the committee: "I direct these remarks to you,
my brothers and sisters. We should cure the problems the previous
order has left us, and not become part of that system which we
inherited." (WMG, 3/10/95)

ANC backs Abu-Jamal
As South Africa scraps the death penalty, the ANC alliance is
fighting to save the life of an American journalist on death row.

The African National Congress, the South African Communist
Party and the Congress of South African Trade Unions have
joined in the fight to halt the execution of an American journalist
Former Black Panther Mumia Abu-Jamal, 40, who has spent 13
years on death row for killing a Philadelphia policeman -- a crime
he denies -- recently received his death warrant. ANC secretary
general Cyril Ramaphosa and Cosatu have sent letters of appeal to
Pennsylvania Governor Tom Ridge, asking for "compassionate
reconsideration of the sentence ... and that (Jamal) be removed
from death row and be allowed to appeal his sentence." (WMG,
6/15/95)

Chikane tipped for Truth Head
Liberation theologian Frank Chikane, former general secretary of
the South African Council of Churches (SACC), is the
front-runner to head up South Africa's truth commission.

The Promotion of National Unity and Reconciliation Bill
provides for a commission of 11 to 17 members, to be assisted by
three committees to deal with amnesty, hear human rights
violations and recommend reparations and rehabilitation.

A prominent United Democratic Front figure during the
Eighties, Chikane has previously been detained and defrocked for
his political activities. Most significantly, in May 1989 he was the
victim of an assassination attempt Chikane is nevertheless a
strong candidate as he has a proven track record as an able
administrator. (WMG, 5/19/95)

Minister moves on Thor
Water Affairs Minister Kader Asmal instructed his officials to
investigate pollution charges against the controversial Thor
Chemicals factory in the kwaZulu/Natal Midlands.

The minister's move follows a personal inspection of the
factory where at least two workers have died of mercury
poisoning and scores of others have been exposed to dangerous
levels of contamination.

Paul Johnson, a scientist from Queens College at London
University, wrote in his report for Greenpeace International that
samples taken from the river contained the highest levels of
mercury that he had ever observed in the environment and that it
posed a serious health hazard to people living downstream from
the plant.

The company responded by saying the Greenpeace report was
exaggerated and that the mercury in the river was in the form of a
heavy metal that could not be ingested through domestic use of
the water. Mercury poisoning causes serious malfunctions of the
nervous system, sustained exposure can be fatal. (WMG, 3/10/95)

Thor judgment hailed by unions
A British judge's ruling this week that worlcers exposed to
mercury poisoning at the Thor Chemicals plant in kwaZulu/Natal
can sue the company in English courts has been hailed as
"pathbreaking" by South African trade unionists. All British
multinationals operating outside the United Kingdom will be
affected.

Richard Meeran, a solicitor acting for the families in London,
said that he now intends to sue Thor on behalf of another 26
South African workers who are allegedly suffering from mercury
poisoning.

CWIU general secretary Muzi Buthelezi said at the time that it
"appears that workers' lives are still not counted for much in the
new South Africa." A coalition of green organisations, the
Environmental Justice Networking Forum, believes Thor was
able to import vast amounts of mercury waste from industrialised
countries and get away with lax health standards during the
apartheid era (WMG, 4/14/95)

State to settle land claims against
SANDF
Central government has intervened and promised to resolve a
dispute between the South African National Defence Force and
three communities who were forcibly removed from their land to
make way for a battle school.

The Gatlose, Khosi and Maremane communities were forcibly
removed from the land in 1977 and had attempted to persuade
their provincial government resettle them in terms of the
government's land reform policy.

A few weeks ago they occupied the land after the SANDF
granted permission for 40 white farmers to graze their livestock
on part of it. Members of the community were arrested and their
shacks demolished. (WMG, 6/15/95)
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Chikane forgives his tormentor 24-hour Aids care centre opens in
Paul Erasmus, former security policeman who admitted to his role Durban
in a 1989 death attempt on cleric Frank Chikane, this week made South Africa's first 24-hour Aids care centre has opened in
peace with the former general secretary of the South African Durban, marking the culmination of five months of determined
Council of Churches (SACC). effort by a dozen people whose lives have been directly affected

In his request to the Safety and Security Minister, Chikane said: by the virus.
"As you know, I am one of those few South Africans who are The Durban Aids Care Centre aims to provide a "friendly
prepared to forgive those who were responsible for these hideous service" to the Aids and IllY community -- and hopes to inspire
acts, but this must go with the willingness to voluntarily disclose wider community participation in combating the disease.
the said acts as well as an indication of remorse on the part of the The centre offers round-the-clock counselling services for
perpetrators...Failure to do so should open (them) to prosecution peOple with Aids and IllY, and their friends and families; free
and punishment" counselling courses for anyone interested in getting involved with

Two days later Erasmus called Chikane to ask for forgiven~s. Aids prevention and awareness in their communities; pre and
In his confession, Erasmus revealed that he suggested that Chikane post-lIIV test counselling; condom distribution; medical referrals
be put on a list for "permanent removal"; how he had participated and information on other Aids care facilities.
in a scouting operation which he believes preceded While the centre is still raising funds -- and hoping the
organo-phosphate poison being put on Chikane's clothes; and of government will help out __ Higgs said the initial response from
his role in a scouting operation which preceded the bombing of the community had been "very good". (WMG, 7[7/95)
Khotso House. (WMG, 6/30/95)

Engen the biggest polluter in Durban
Engen's oil refineries are the biggest air polluters in the Durban
South Industrial Basin, according to a Durban Water andWaste
representative.

He told about 200 delegates at a workshop on pollution
problems that Engen produces nearly 48% of sulphur dioxide
emissions in the industrial basin.

Successful action by Durban community groups brought the
issue to the attention ofPresident Nelson Mandela when he visited
recently to address the opening of a new refinery.

Community-based organisations (CBOs) are working to
heighten awareness about the Durban South area, which they
describe as "a sad case of unplanned urban development allowing
polluting industrial development and apartheid high density
residential development to occur side by side".

The CBOs said sulphur dioxide was the major pollution
problem experienced in the area, leading to severe health
problems, with a recent survey indicating children in the area were
3 times more likely to develop respiratory problems than those
outside the area. (WMG,5/5/95)

Youth to take over Parliament
During the July parliamentary recess, when the nation's leaders
flee from Cape Town, their seats in parliament will be filled by
the future leaders of South Africa when the South African Youth
Parliament convenes.

Organised by the Street Law project, the initiative is bringing
together 130 high school and youth representatives aged between
15 and 18 years from South Africa, Namibia, Angola, Botswana,
Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Lesotho and Swaziland to expose them
to the principles of parliamentary democracy and human rights.

"The future opinion makers in industry, government and law
are currently in the ranks of South African youth. It is therefore
essential for the future well being of this country that opportunities
are created for the development of youth leadership," said Street
Law director Peter Volmink. (WMG, 7[7/95)

Mine disaster pushes safety to top of
political agenda
The accident at the Vaal Reefs Mine near Orkney, which killed
up to 100 workers -- the biggest underground disaster in more
than a decade -- is set to push health and safety in the mining
industry to the top of the country's political agenda.

President Nelson Mandela, himself a former mineworker and
honorary president of the National Union of Mineworkers
(NUM), expressed anger at the accident.

The disaster is the biggest in the mining industry since a fire at
the Kinross mine near Secunda killed 177 workers in 1986 and is
the first major mining accident since the new government, which
includes a number of former mineworkers and mine union
officials, like Constitutional Assembly Secretary Cyril
Ramaphosa, in senior positions, was elected last year.

President Nelson Mandela planned to give RIO 000 of his own
money to the fund for the victims of the Vaal Reefs mine disaster.

The facts unearthed by the Leon Commission are startling:
every ton of gold costs roughly one life and 12 serious injuries;
since the turn of the century, the mines have claimed the lives of
69 000 miners and seriously injured a million more.
(WMG,5/12/95; 5/19/95)

SA abolishes death penalty
In its first major decision, the Constitutional Court abolished the
death penalty ending decades-old policy which gave South Africa
the highest rate of capital punishment in the world. Announcing
the unanimousdecision, Arthur Chaskalson, president of the Court
said, "Everyone, including the most abominable of human beings,
has a right to life, and capital punishment is therefore
unconstitutional." Many prominent leaders hailed the court's
decision while radio shows heard reactions split along racial lines.
Blacks in favour of the decision and whites seeing it as a gradual
slide away from law and order. (NYT, 7[7/95)
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Mandela celebrates 77th b-day; Poitier to portray leader's life
This year President Mandela celebrates his 77th Birthday with a group of people very close to his heart: 2000 disadvantaged children.
The president will host 80 children at his home in Houghton before spending the day at a local amusement park in Gauteng, Gold
Reef City, closed especially for the event The President already donates half of his annual salary to children's organisations and· has
actively lobbied the business sector to upgrade the lives of children throughout the country.

As Mandela celebrated, so did acclaimed actor Sidney Poitier when he heard that he will play Nelson Mandela in a TV-series based
on the life of the South African president. Mandela himself approved of the casting and will work with the production directed by
Harry Belafonte. The series will focus on Mandela's last years in jail, his freedom and his struggle for co-existence in South Africa
Anthony Hopkins is Belafonte's dream candidate to play F.W. de Klerk. (Chicago Sun Tribune, 7/20/95)

Our gratitude
Prexy Nesbitt and Janet MacLean would like to thank all those who contributed to the Mozambique
Solidarity Office and Amnesty International in honor of their wedding earlier this year. .
Prexy and Janet are happy to announce the birth of their 8 Ib, 10.5 oz son, Samora Eric MacLean Nesbitt,
on July 19th, 1995.

The facts and figures on South Africa
SA Population: The low estimate: 40 million The high estimate: 43,5 million Population growth rate: 2,26% per year
Houses: 15% of Africans live in shacks 17% live in outbuildings 14% live in huts 7% live in hostels 45% live in houses
Toilets: 34% of Africans have flush toilets 43% use pit latrines 7% use bucket system 16% have no ablution facilities
Energy poverty: SA produces 50% of Africa's electricity but only 30% of our population has electricity 80% of households in the
former homelands have no electricity 75% of fuel consumed in rural areas is wood, that's 10- million tons of wood a year 5,6-million
households (26-million people) use paraffin
Nutrition: 2,3-million South Africans suffer from malnutrition 40% of them are under 5 years of age 8% of them are pregnant or
breast-feeding women
Health: There is one doctor for: every 700 people in metropolitan areas every 1900 people in non-metro areas between 10000 and
30 000 people in the former homelands
Employment: The labour force is 14,8-million strong The African unemployment rate is estimated at 37%, coloured 24%, Asian
17% and white 9%. 12% of the labour force are highly skilled54% of the labour force are semi-skilled/low-skilled
Education: 30% of our population (12,5 million) is illiterate 53% of children drop out of school at primary school level (girls: 44%)
The drop-out rate at high school is 51% boys and 46% girls 8 out of 10 white children reach matric 2 of 10 African children reach
matric
Life expectancy: The life expectancy of South Africans is 64 years The life expectancy of whites is 9 years higher than for Africans
The infant mortality rate is estimated at between 52- 70/1000. In other middle income countries it is 38
Women: In 1991,2500 girls under the age of 15 gave birth There were an estimated 996000 rapes in 1993 An estimated
200 000-300 000 illegal abortions are performed each year 71% of legal abortions are performed on white women
Security: 58,4% of South Africans say they feel unsafe inside their homes. 66% feel unsafe outside their homes
Welfare: 2,6-million people received social welfare payments in 1993
(WMG,3/17/95)
Editors: Karin Candelaria, Jenny Dahlstein, Heeten Kalan, Prexy Nesbitt
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